
Year 6 - Summer Term

Summer
Y6

Invasion: Saxons and Vikings Me, me, me!

History Vikings
-British/World History
-Put events, people, places and artefacts on a timeline
-Devise, ask and answer questions
-representations and interpretations of the past
-Analyse a range of source material
-Construct and organise historical data

Science Animals including humans
-know systems in the body
-circulatory system
-functions of the heart
-nutrition
-how are nutrients are transported

D.T. Practical skills in construction - bird box
-Research, generate and develop a design
-select from and use a wider range of tools and materials
-evaluate
-strengthen, stiffen and reinforce more complex structures

Art Sculpture - clay heads

-cross hatching, pointillism, side strokes, use of rubber to draw/highlight smudged lead
-facial proportions
-design and create sculpture
-create human forms showing movement
-build up ‘padded’ areas to show muscles or definition

ICT Unit 6.5 Sensing
-Create a program
-To know that selection can control the flow of a program.
-Update a variable with a user input.
-Compare variables to values
-Design and develop a project that uses inputs and outputs

I.C.T. Unit 6.3 Web page creation
-review an existing website and consider its structure.
-plan the features of a web page.
-consider the ownership and use of images (copyright).
-preview pages.
-navigation path.
-linking to content owned by other people.

R.E.
MK syllabus

Multi-Faith
Comparing Faiths: similarities and differences
Golden Rule

R.E.
MK
syllabus

Humanism
What is Humanism?
What do Humanists believe?

P.S.H.E. -Attraction to others
-romantic relationships
-civil partnership and marriage
-Recognising and managing pressure
-consent in different situations

P.S.H.E. -Keeping personal information safe;
-regulations and choices;
-drug use and the law;
-drug use and the media

RSE

Life cycles: How babies are made –sexual intercourse
Life cycles: How babies are made – assisted fertility & Multiple births
Life cycles: How babies develop



Music Music and Me Music End of Year Production
Composition and performance focus

P.E. Athletics
Tennis

P.E. Athletics
Kwik Cricket
OAA - Residential trip


